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What a year it has been. The number of obstacles that
everyone has overcome ought not be lost to anyone ever.
Coaches and students certainly proved that the old coach
adage of “adapt or die” proved that adaption was key.

What has surprised me the most over the past year has
been the level of cooperation, compassion, and
understanding that all in this valuable activity
demonstrated. We have learned some new best practices
over the last year and even thought outside-the-box. This
year, because of a virtual tournament format, CHSSA was
able to add a few events, supplementals, that may not have
been as easy were we face to face. Beyond that, CHSSA also
waived school dues for any school that paid for the 2019-
2020 school year due to canceling the State tournament.
This was made even easier by moving board meeting to the
Zoom-asphere and making sure we were not hemorrhaging
funds.

While many organizations were fast to adapt, CHSSA unlike
the NFHS or NSDA has no paid boardmembers , and as
such had to even work harder to be able to adapt new
rules, new formats, and new events. A very large thank you
is owed to all board members and non-board members
that made it possible through determination to be able to
have a State tournament. As the old anecdote says, a duck
swimming always looks at peace above the water, while the
legs are frantically paddling.

i
CHSSA President

PRESIDENT'S WELCOME
President: Reed Niemi



As Area Chairs, we want to take this opportunity to: thank the
CHSSA Council for making the difficult decisions, applaud the
League Presidents for pulling together, stand in awe of the
coaches in the trenches, and celebrate the tenacity of our
incredible student competitors. Your ability to maintain any
sense of normalcy in a very un-normal time gives air to the
power of words, the strength in a story, and the need to
continue to sharpen our intellect to effectively create change. 

Nothing will “erase” the hardships of this past year, but it
certainly will continue to nudge us towards a “better” collective
community; one capable of inspiring creativity, encouraging and
empowering one another and revealing the potential of people
determined to speak. In fact, technology also showed how we
could make our speech and debate society function better in
“normal times.” We can increase access for competitive and
collaborative measures, as we have created new events and
incorporated social media all in an effort to maintain an activity
that we all love. 

Our “new normal” is still emerging, and in true California style, we
turn to the great philosopher, Walt Disney, “around here … we
keep moving forward, opening up new doors and doing new
things, because we are curious … and curiosity leads us to new
paths..”

Congratulations,
 

Area Chairs' Letter
Area 1: Chris Harris  |  Area 2: Mikendra McCoy

Area 3: Jennifer Nguyen  |  Area 4: Don Etheridge              



Tournament Schedule
Schedule Subject to Change

Mon. - Thur.
Apr. 19 - 22

Rounds 1-4 of Asynchronous Speech Prelim Rounds
Rounds 1-3 of Supplemental Event Prelim Rounds

Friday
Apr. 23

Asynchronous Supplemental Sems
08:00 AM: Extemp Draw Rd. 1
08:30 AM: Extemp & Impromptu Rd. 1
11:00 AM: Extemp Draw Rd. 2
11:30 AM: Extemp & Impromptu Rd. 2
01:30 PM: Congress Meeting
02:30 PM: Extemp Draw Rd. 3
03:00 PM: Extemp & Impromptu Rd. 3 | Congress Rd. 1

Saturday
Apr. 24

Asynchronous Supplemental Finals 
08:00 AM: Rd. Zero Debate (Tech Check)
08:30 AM: Rd. 1 All Debate
10:00 AM: Congress Rd. 2
11:00 AM: Rd. 2 All Debate
02:00 PM: Rd. 3 All Debate
03:00 PM: Congress Rd. 3
05:00 PM: Rd. 4 All Debates 
08:00 PM: Debate Octofinals

Sunday
Apr. 25

08:00 AM: Debate Quartefinals
09:00 AM: Congress Semifinals
10:30 AM: Debate Semifinals
11:30 AM: Speech Tech Check
12:30 PM: Extemp Draw (Semifinals)
01:00 PM: All Speech Semifinals
02:00 PM: Congress Semifinals
03:00 PM: Debate Finals
04:30 PM: Extemp Draw (Finals)
05:00 PM: All Speech Finals
07:00 PM: Awards



Topic Areas

Popular Vote in Elections
Venezuela Sanctions Removal
Minimum Wage Increase
Regulate Media Misinformation
Tibet Independence Recognition
Supreme Court Term Limits
Affirm Search Warrants
Necessity

Congress Legislation:

Europe/Russia
Asia/Australia/Oceania
Middle East
The Americas
Africa
Covid-19 & The World

International Extemp
Finance & Economics
Science & Technology
Politics/Government
Social Issues & Controversy
U.S. Foreign Policy
Covid-19 & The U.S.

National Extemp

Resolved: The United States ought to guarantee universal
child care

Lincoln - Douglas Debate

Resolved: The United States federal government should
enact substantial criminal justice reform in the United
States in one or more of the following: forensic science,
policing, sentencing.

Policy Debate

Resolved: The benefits of the International Monetary
Fund outweigh the harms. 

Public Forum Debate

Civil Rights
Poverty 
U.S. Economy
Education
Natural Resources
Science & Technology
International Trade
Immigration

Parliamentary Debate
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STUDENT OF THE
YEAR FINALISTS

Since its inauguration 
the California High School Speech Association has received
countless Student of the Year nominations for students who
use their voice to fight for good, break down barriers for
their fellow students, and seek out opportunity for those in 

need. Time and again the nominees for Student of the Year humble and remind us that our
students are capable of extraordinary things, even in the hardest of circumstances. The 2021
Student of the Year finalists are no exception. Despite a year full of setbacks, these five finalists
have reached out to their communities, their classmates, the youth, and fought to increase access
to resources, minimize barriers to diversity, and promote learning for all. Every student who
competes in speech and debate is better for the work they do, and we are proud to recognize and
honor these five Student of the Year finalists for turning their voice into action. 

Congratulations to our 2021 Student of the Year Finalists!

SOPHIA XIAN
EPLEY

FRANCIS PARKER SCHOOL

"It is imperative that marginalized
communities and perspectives are
at the forefront of our efforts as a
community.We need to increase
the participation of minority and

economically disadvantaged
students in speech and debate"



DHEERJ 
JASUJA

LELAND HIGH SCHOOL

ERIC 
LEE

MONTA VISTA HIGH SCHOOL

 

"Although the majority of the
population finds advocacy

daunting and/or unnecessary,
speech and debate students have

the training and motivation to
represent their community."

"We must remember to not only be
strong speakers, but good

listeners: by creating a welcoming
community for those from

underrepresented backgrounds,
we help those diverse voices to

rise and be heard."



CATHERINE 
TONG

NOTRE DAME HIGH SCHOOL

ANISHA
YEDDANAPUDI

MOUNTAIN HOUSE HIGH SCHOOL

 

"I've never done anything for an
award and I think that's what kept

me going, especially in difficult
times. Instead, I think of it as

growth: how much have I changed,
for the better, since I first

started?" 

 

"Being part of this community has
honestly kept me going, even when

things get hard, so I would
consider it a “safe place” for

everyone"





Service Above Self
Honoree: Dr. Tommie Lindsey, Jr. 

The Donovan Cummings Service Above Self Award is
given to individual California speech and debate coaches
that exhibit the qualities of service that represented the
life of Donovan Cummings. This year I am proud to
announce and award the Donovan Cummings Service
award to Dr. Tommie Lindsey. While being long-overdue,
Dr. Lindsey best demonstrates all the qualities that Mr.
Cummings admired in coaches. Unbeknownst to many,
Mr. Cummings was a regular mentor to a young coach
starting a team in Union City. The amount of respect I
personally witnessed between my high school coach, Mr.
Cummings, and Dr. Lindsey was impressive and Dr.
Lindsey never forgot the assistance he received. As Dr.
Lindsey grew in stature and experience, he never forgot
how he got there, and always lent a hand to any new
coach that needed assistance. Besides mentoring, and
advocacy for speech and debate in California and the
nation, Dr. Lindsey went on to produce more coaches
than likely any other person in California ever. His
students went off the to all reaches of the nation and
started many teams that did not exist prior to their
arrival. 
I feel blessed to know Tommie and to have myself been
mentored as a coach by him. I know that Mr. Cummings
would be honored to have an award named after him
awarded to Dr. Lindsey. California high school speech
and debate is richer as a result of Dr. Lindsey’s
involvement and decades of service. 

- Reed Niemi, CHSSA President

Prior Service Above 
Self Honorees

Gay Brasher
- 2010 - 

Ron Underwood
- 2011 -

Rita Prichard
- 2012 -

Nermin Fraser
- 2013 -

Hoon Ko
- 2014 -

Mikendra McCoy
- 2016 -

Matt Fraser
- 2017 -

Karson Kalashian
- 2018 -

Terry Abad
- 2019 -

 



Having served in pretty close to every position in
CHSSA, Gregg has used his platform to fight for every
student, regardless of their creed and background.
Gregg has had numerous State Champions and
National finalists, but above success he has always
put access. Even during the pandemic, Gregg hass
fought tirelessly to ensure all of our students would
have access to league tournaments, regardless of
wealth or technological capabilities. Gregg and his
wife, Jenn, have been staples in every SDIVSL Tab and
Judges' Room for the past 20 years, mentoring
countless coaches to build, sustain, or resurrect
teams. I sincerely doubt you could find a coach in San
Diego who had not been personally guided at some
point by Gregg. Throughout his decades long career,
Gregg has advocated to have a singular concept
understood: Speech and Debate is good for all kids. 

Hall of Fame 2021
Honoree: Gregg Osborn
You would be hard-
pressed to find a coach
who was not willing to
advocate for their
students; this is simply
part of the job. A much
rarer occurrence is a
coach who advocates
for all students,
regardless of their
affiliation. This perfectly
describes Gregg
Osborn. 



Personally, when I started working with his students a decade
ago as a favor to a friend who had gone to Helix, Gregg knew
nothing about me. He just saw someone who loved the activity
as much as he did and took a chance. In the five years that I
worked for Gregg, he was so much more than a boss; he was a
father figure. While he did shape my love of sincere interps, he
also taught me just what the intersection of compassion and
ethics looks like. He gives limitless love to his students (and
assistant coaches), but also creates boundaries that keeps kids
feeling safe and protected. Gregg is reflective and caring, and
while this year he graduates his youngest son, he has been a
dad to countless students before who craved the guidance he
gives. I am so eternally grateful to have Gregg Osborn in this
activity, in my life, and in the lives of the hundreds of kids for
whom he will always be known simply as Oz. 

- Cameron Martin              
(SDIVSL League President) 

Nominated by: SDVISL

Gregg has served in a number of
positions:

 
SDIVSL Vice President

SDIVSL League President
Area 4 Chair

CHSSA Historian


























































